
 

Winter Soccer - Rec and Skills Training - FAQs 
 

REC SOCCER 
1. What level is the program played at? 

a. This league is fun and designed for players to play, exercise and meet new friends. 
2. Will the program be coached? 

a. Our facility will provide coaches to supervise and play with the players.  The coaches won’t get too 
involved with direction - it’s a program that allows the game to teach. 

3.  When does the program start? 
a. Saturday November 16th. 

4. What days are the games played on? 
a. Saturdays 

5. What times are the games? 
a. 2pm-2:45pm for players 7-9.  2:45pm-3:30pm for players 10 and up 

6. How long are the games? 
a. 45 mins. 

7. What’s the format? 
a. That’ll depend on the number of players.  Between 4v4 and 8v8. 

8. What is the $24 fee? 
a. This is a once a year facility fee that every participant pays. 

9. When does the schedule come out? 
a. The schedule is in Dash.  7 Saturdays are listed. 

10. When does registration close? 
a. Approximately one week before. 

11. Will there be referees? 
a. No.  The coaches/staff will serve as refs. 

12. Will you have future rec leagues? 
a. Yes.  We plan on running 2 more. 7 week sessions. 

13. Do we need uniforms?   
a. No.  We’ll provide pinnies each week. 

14. How are things structured regarding teams? 
a. The staff will divide the players each week by age and ability.  If scores are unbalanced, the staff may 

well move some players around. 
15. My child is 9 and soon to be 10.  Is there a chance to move to the later time slot? 

a. Yes.  Our staff can help with that.   We suggest that the players stay with their current age group for a 
week or two and then go from there. 

16. My child is 10 but would rather be with the younger players.  Is that possible? 
a. Yes.  Our staff can help with that too. 

17. What equipment do we need? 
a. Indoor soccer shoes (turfs/sneakers)  No cleats.  Shin guards. 

18. My child is interested in receiving some formal training/instruction.  Do you have a program for that? 
a. Yes, we do.  Our Soccer Skills Training focuses on training and instruction with a little play at the end. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SOCCER SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAM 
 

1. What is the age range for this program? 
a. This is for players aged 7-15.  Boys & Girls. 

2. What type of player would be interested in this program? 
a. Any player looking to improve their skills. 

3. Is this program suitable for newer soccer players? 
a. Yes.  Most of the training focuses on individual player development. 

4. My child has some soccer experience.  Is this training suitable for them? 
a. Yes, absolutely.  This age range is crucial for development - especially on the technical side of things. 

5. What is the format of the program? 
a. Players will train for 30-35 minutes on several aspects of the game.  They’ll then scrimmage for a little 

while at the end.  This is primarily a teaching/training program. 
6. What is the curriculum? 

a. Technical Training - dribbling, ball control, passing, shooting, 1v1  
Physical Training - balance, coordination, speed, agility 
Tactical Training - spacing, awareness, decision-making  
Psychological Training - positive imagery, self-talk, confidence 

7. Who will coach the program? 
a. A licensed soccer coach will run the program.  The director has a staff that have playing and coaching 

backgrounds.  The players will see a couple of different clinicians during the program. 
8. What equipment do we need? 

a. Indoor soccer shoes (turfs/sneakers)  No cleats.  Shin guards. 
9. What days does the program run on? 

a. Friday evenings starting November 15th.  7-9 year olds at 5:30pm.  10-15 year olds 6:15pm-7pm. 
10. Do you have a program that focuses more on just playing? 

a. Yes, we have the rec soccer program. 
11. Will this program continue into the New Year? 

a. Yes, we’ll be running another 7 week session starting in January. 
 

 
 


